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Abstract
Joint memory is defined as the property of a social group in actualizing its own past transformations.
It may
result from the coupling of individual memories or be inscribed in the external environment.
The concept of
joint memory becomes
heuristic
when it subsumes
an ensemble
of social processes
that are sufficiently
integrated
to be treated as an entity belonging
to the real world. In social insects,
colonies
can perform
action-perception
loops which give rise to collective outcomes based on past experience; selective pressures

could favour individual behavioural algorithms the combination of which provides a historical record organizing
activities both in space and time. In contrast, social groups do not appear sufficiently autonomous in most
vertebrates for joint memory be more than a way of seeing collective performances. However, in human beings,
the development of external representations has made possible the growth of a socially distributed cognition; the
accumulation of epigenetic events through cultural processes produces a set of material and symbolic products
that feed back upon the conditions of evolution of the species.
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1. Introduction
Memory
usually
refers to the ability of an organism
to keep track and make use of previous
encounters:
individual
history is stored in the central nervous system and can be retrieved.
The term
memory is also employed
as a metaphor for the information
encoded in the genome or the immune
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system. Like genes and cells, individuals may be more or less integrated within organizations. If we
define memory as a property of an autonomous system in actualizing its own past structural
transformations (cf. Varela, 19831, we would expect that memory can emerge at the group level. A
social group might call up a memory, the elements of which depend on individuals who themselves
have no access to the whole memory. Here, we explore under which conditions such a joint memory
could occur in animals and human beings. According to the medium, we distinguish between two
forms of joint memory: an external memory, inscribed in the external environment, and a coupled
memory, resulting from the coupling of individual brains.

2. External memory
In external memory, traces and modifications left by individuals on their environment may act to
feed back on them. This is best illustrated in eusocial insects. To fulfil its various tasks and cope with
variations in environmental factors, a colony must be organized in time and space. This means that
each individual should be able to articulate its activity according to the previous achievements of
others. As individual cognitive abilities are limited, and since there is no central control unit, the
record is kept for the most part in the physical environment. It may be stored in various forms:
gradients of pheromones, material structures (impregnated or not by chemical compounds), or spatial
distribution of colony elements. These structures materialize the evolution of the collective labour
through time and, as a feedback, constrain the behaviour of individuals.
An elementary form of joint memory appears in the mass recruitment used by some ants (e.g.,
L&us niger, Iridomyrmex humilis or Pheidole pallidula). In such species, once a colony member has
discovered a new food source, it lays a chemical trail while going back to the nest. The trail is
sufficient to guide other foragers towards the food source. After being fed, the latter ants return and
reinforce the trail themselves, amplifying the recruitment (Wilson, 1971). A positive feedback is
created. The trail resulting from the cumulative behaviour of individuals acts as an external memory
(cf. Beckers et al., 1990a; Pasteels et al., 1987). This is typically a self-organizing process. By means
of an autocatalytic mechanism, non-linear interactions that take place between simple and random
events, at the individual level, lead to the genesis of a complex structure at the level of the colony. As
for individual learning, past behaviour influences subsequent behaviour through feedback mechanisms, but the process mainly uses physical traces conserved in the environment, and individual
knowledge plays a limited role. It seems that the respective use of individual and joint memories
partly depends on the size of colonies (Beckers et al., 1990b). In particular, individual learning
abilities appear lower in species forming large colonies (Jaffe, 1987). Such species rely more on
chemical mass communication to coordinate their activities while the organization of small colonies
would rely more on individual memory.
As a consequence of the volatile medium used, physical and geometrical constraints influence the
subsequent choices of the colony. When several food sources are discovered independently,
the
closest to the nest may be selected (Goss et al., 1990). If distance between food source and nest is
long, the time interval between the trips of two foragers may exceed the evaporation latency of the
pheromone and the trail disappears. If the path is shorter, the traffic is sufficiently intense for the
pheromonal trace to remain. This improves exploitation of the milieu by the colony. An interesting
property of the process is that various organizations may be produced from the same individual
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behavioural algorithms: foraging patterns vary according to the distribution of resources, as illustrated
by army ants (Deneubourg et al., 1989).
A sophisticated example of organization inscribed in space is provided by nest building in termites
(Bellicositermes
natdensis)
(Grass?, 1959, 1960). The work of individuals is oriented by the
pheromones impregnating earth and stercoral mortar pellets. When a pellet is dropped, the diffusion
of pheromone in the environment creates a gradient field; pheromone concentration then decreases
through time according to a dissipative process until cancellation of the gradient if no other drop is
made. In an initial phase, a few workers drop pellets at random; the number of drops is small and the
field of pheromone disappears before having influenced the behaviour of individuals. During this
period, fluctuations are reversible, the behaviour of individuals being weakly coupled with the field of
pheromone. As the number of builders increases, the conditions of stationary equilibrium break, the
uniform distribution of drops disappears and some preferential places for dropping develop: heaps
reach a critical size where hormone concentration focuses the activity of workers (Deneubourg, 1977).
At this stage, workers go up the gradient, following paths corresponding to the flow lines of the field
of pheromone, and drop pellets at sites of higher hormone concentration, i.e. equilibrium points, The
process becomes autocatalytic, and the behaviour of termites then appears coordinated: pillars or walls
emerge according to the initial form of deposits, and rooms are built. In the following phases, the
activities of workers remain locally controlled by the density distribution of pheromone. Kugler and
Turvey (1987) have proposed a model which describes this building process in thermodynamic terms
and which closely matches the observations. When two pillars are close to each other, two fields of
gradient overlap and competition occurs between attractors - the regions where the gradients
corresponding
to pillars are cancelled. In the interface between the two basins of attraction of
neighbouring attractors, zones of unstable equilibrium occur (‘saddle points’), which breaks the
symmetry of drops. Workers follow these field constraints, the location of drops deviates towards the
saddle point and neighbouring pillars curve, eventually joining to make an arch. An arch is completed
when pillar attractors fuse in the saddle point, cancelling the gradient at the top of the arch. The
process that leads to the construction of an earthen vault around the body of the queen (the royal cell)
is also under the control of a pheromone field. But, as shown in the termite Mucrotermes subhyalinus,
this building is produced by the queen itself (Bruinsma and Leuthold, 1977). A diffusing sphere of
pheromone is created around the queen, the resulting gradient is used as a template by the workers
responding to changes in pheromone concentration to build the royal chamber.
Any form may be seen as the outcome of a competition between attractors (Thorn, 1983). In the
nest-building of termites, each step is characterized by a particular distribution of attractors in the
field of pheromone. The spatiotemporal organization of animal products controls collective activities
that shape back architectural structures, the whole system acting as a joint memory. Thus, termite
workers do not direct their own work; rather, their behaviour is controlled and guided by their
previous work. As foreseen by Grass6 (19.591, structures emerge concomitantly
with behavioural
dynamics, a process he coined under the term stigmergy. There is no blueprint, but an inscription of
the emerging organization in the substratum. Not only are the building workers guided by chemical
cues created by the field gradient, but the material nest structures themselves that are encountered
jointly determine their present actions. Each time a termite makes a building action, it modifies the
local configuration which had triggered its action. The new configuration will then automatically
trigger other actions from the termite or potentially from any other worker in the colony. The concept
of stigmergy refers to a class of processes that lead to self-organization under certain conditions such
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as the presence of fluctuations in a pheromone field gradient. On the contrary, when the only cues
regulating the building behaviour are the local configurations of matter (i.e., ‘patterns of matter’)
encountered, as occurs in wasp nest construction, stigmergic processes do not lead to self-organization; the question then becomes to understand how local stimuli are organized in space and time so as
to ensure a coherent collective building (cf. Theraulaz and Bonabeau, in press).
Similar coupling between environmental and social organization may be found in the self-organization of brood patterns in bees and ants. In a bee hive (Apis mdiferu),
the comb is organized in three
concentric regions of cells: a central brood area, a rim of pollen, and a peripheral zone of honey. It
has been shown using computer simulation that such patterns may arise spontaneously from the
dynamics of interactions, according to behavioural rules bearing only upon local cues (Camazine et
al., 1990; Camazine, 199 I). The queen preferentially lays in cells near to other brood cells, and far
from the limits of the comb. While pollen and honey are randomly deposited by workers in empty
cells, their removal occurs preferentially in the cells nearest to the brood. Honey is harvested at high
rates, pollen is consumed almost as quickly as it is collected. Consequently,
pollen regularly
disappears from the periphery where honey accumulates, it is stored mainly in the interface zone
around the brood area, where cells are continually being emptied. Past interactions betweeen
individual behaviours and environmental
conditions thus result in structures having a functional
outcome: a near location of pollen favours an efficient feeding of larvae by nurse bees; in addition, a
compact brood area helps to ensure a tightly regulated incubation temperature.
In lepthoracin ants, eggs, larvae and cocoons are sorted out by workers according to their
developmental
stage and grouped into heaps of the same category. A model worked out by
Deneubourg et al. (1991) shows that this structuring may arise from a tendency of workers to deposit
brood elements on heaps of the same category, in a positive feedback process similar to those reported
in termites. Moreover, it seems that this process contributes to the division of labour in the colony. In
subdividing the nest space into zones associated to homogeneous tasks, workers would be progressively trained in certain tasks at the expense of others, therefore becoming specialized (Franks and
Sendova-Franks,
1992). A complete survey of self-organizing processes in social insects can be found
in Theraulaz and Gervet ( 1994).
Could similar historical records, inscribed in the substratum and possibly retrieved by individuals,
also be found in vertebrates? Marking the environment with glandular secretions, urine or feces is
reported in a number of mammals, the scent-mark of an individual frequently inducing re-marking by
others (Brown and MacDonald, 1985). Besides the function of advertisement,
marks may help
individuals to orientate themselves in their range (cf. Brown, 1979; Gosling, 1982; Roeder, 1985).
Though scent-marks can be used as reminders by individuals, they should not be viewed only as
landmarks: they are actually part of the environmental structure and contribute to its definition. Even
in mostly solitary animals, the distribution of marks organizes the population. In European otters
(Lun-a Zurra), for example, faeces are deposited on prominent features in the environment; the
repeated use of the same sites over generations of otters leads to the formation of conspicuous
mounds, connected by trails and distributed at spaced intervals according to the location of sleeping
sites and water (Gorman and Trowbridge, 1989). In species forming social groups, marking becomes
a collective affair, chemical signals are deposited throughout the range, their distribution being denser
at much-visited sites such as junctions, dens or zones where individuals from other groups may be
encountered (Brown and MacDonald, 1985). Group-members
continuously come across olfactory
signals, thus obtaining information about each other’s movements, which may improve foraging
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efficiency and maintain group cohesion (Mills et al., 1980; Harrington, 1982; Epple, 1985; Gorman
and Trowbridge,
1989; Epple et al., 1993). In brown hyaenas (Hyaena brunnea), individuals use
collective areas where they urinate and defecate, moreover they regularly deposit onto grass stalks
strong-smelling secretions produced in the anal scent pouch: for a group of five individuals, there may
be more than 20000 active scent-marks in a territory large of 300 km’. Individuals regularly sniff the
marks left by others, and are able to distinguish between own and foreign group-members (Got-man
and Mills, 1984). That the substratum may provide temporal information is further illustrated by two
species of antelope (Kobus sp.) which breed on leks, i.e. males attract oestrus females on territories
clustered on traditional mating areas. It has been demonstrated that females are primarily attracted by
the smell of the urine accumulated in the soil: heavily used territories attract females in a positive
feedback process; conversely, territories subjected to high predation risks tend to be abandoned for
more secure sites (Deutsch and Nefdt, 1992). Accumulation of urine seems to provide females with a
record of past safety of the territory.
Any artefact left by an individual and meaningful to members of the same community can
potentially act as an external memory. For instance, certain tools made by chimpanzees (Pun
troglodytes)
are regularly re-used. In regions where hard nuts are cracked open using tools,
individuals bring nuts to rocks and surface roots which are used as anvils. Sticks and stones used as
hammers can be transported for distances of several hundred meters. Anvils exhibit distinct depressions produced by repeated pounding over the years; their density in the Tai Forest, Ivory Coast, is
estimated at more than 22000 per km2 (Boesch and Boesch, 1983). Similar cumulative products are
reported in nest building by bonobos (Pun paniscus). The base of a nest is made of branches bent and
partly broken to form a triangle; as some branches recover and continue to grow, they may be later
re-used by other bonobos which thus find prefabricated structures for their nest construction (Fruth
and Hohmann, 1994).
In another context, groups of acorn woodpeckers
(Meherpes
formicivorus)
store seeds in
thousands of holes that they dig in dead trees within their territory, the same trees may be possibly
used for several decades (Koenig and Pitelka, 198 1). Birds remember the location and appearance of
these trees and behave accordingly. To prevent spoiling or falls induced by drying, seeds are regularly
moved. Some individuals look after the reserves and dig new holes. The collective reserve is critical
for survival during winter and determines the reproductive success of the group; if an important
storage tree falls, the group may even disappear. Consequently, the network of storage trees may be
considered as an integral part of the organization of the woodpeckers.
Though the achievements of mammals and birds may imply various mechanisms according to
species, they are above all of a different order to those of eusocial insects. While the latter react to
external releasers, the behaviour of the former shows a fair degree of freedom with respect to external
stimuli. For instance, we know that beavers (Casror spp.) dig channels and burrows, construct lodges
and create ponds by building dams across streams. They also deposit scent-marks on the top of mud
piles located near lodges, dams and trails, these scent mounds often being at the start of trails at the
water’s edge, which may orient individuals during nocturnal activities (Miiller-Schwarze
and Heckman, 1980). Dawkins (1982) has emphasized the fact that beavers’ manipulations of their environment are generally the work of more than one individual; they may be transmitted from one
generation to the next. However, we still do not know to what extent a beaver has some plan in
advance of its execution, like a human engineer, or only reacts to crude environmental cues (cf.
Griffin, 1992). In insect organizations, we can assert that there is no blueprint; joint memory lies in
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the environmental structures. In mammals and birds, a more complex computation may occur within
the brain; while individuals are guided by their collective artefacts, they have more degrees of
freedom, and how they take them into account remains largely hidden to us. For instance, a mixture of
chemical products borne by individuals allows recognition of group membership in insect societies,
which may act as a record used in colony self-recognition
(Wilson, 1971). In mammals, group
members often mark each other, but we generally have no evidence that there is a genuine group
odour (Brown and MacDonald, 1985; Gorman and Trowbridge, 1989).
If insect and vertebrate social organizations differ only in our ability to grasp what makes sense to
individuals in their own artefacts, the difference would be only epistemological. Quite to the contrary,
tight coupling between individuals and their environment appears to be the key feature of insect joint
memory. Insect societies appear to be autonomous systems, i.e., there is operational closure of the
social organization (cf. Varela, 1983). This refers to the facts that interdependence
of individuals,
activities and self-recognition of the colony arise from multiple feedback loops the extent of which
depends on such parameters as number of individuals and frequency of interactions. The speed and
non-linearity of interactions are non-trivial parameters, as they allow the rise of autonomy at the
colony level in spite of stochastic environmental variation. By rapidly amplifying small fluctuations,
positive feedbacks give rise to morphogenetic
processes (D’Arcy Thompson, 1942; Waddington,
1957; Deneubourg and Goss, 1989). When that involves coupling between individuals and their
environment, morphological structures emerge. In contrast, structural coupling is weak in mammals
and birds, the relatively small number of individuals involved generally does not allow mass
recruitment, and similar joint memory cannot develop. Obviously, social organizations in vertebrates
are not operationally closed to the same extent as those of eusocial insects.
Finally, the selection of nesting sites in birds that breed in high density colonies is worthy of
mention. It has been proposed that seabirds use the presence of conspecifics as a cue to environmental
quality for settling decisions: actual breeding success provides a record about the effects of predation,
food availability or disease, and hence may be the best indicator of the chances of future breeding
success in a given habitat (Boulinier and Danchin, in press). If this comes to be confirmed, it would
stand as an instance of an autocatalytic process involving mass behaviour, and there would be no need
to assume cognitive assessment of ecological factors at the individual level: the spatial distribution of
conspecifics would be the reference structure.

3. Coupled memory
Besides a joint memory that arises from coupling between individuals and extrasomatic support, a
second kind can emerge from the coupling of individual memories, i.e., the ‘biological memories’
encapsulated in individual central nervous systems. A paradigmatic example of such coupled memory
is provided by the honey bee colony. The colony behaves as if it had at its disposal a representation of
the topography of its range, although each forager only knows a restricted portion of the space in
which it moves. As Seeley et al. (1991) put it, the thousands of foragers in a colony gather food from
the flower patches dotting the countryside around the hive, the colony has access daily to a dozen
potential food sources, each with its own level of profitability determined by such variables as
distance, abundance and quality of the food. To be efficient, a colony must deploy its foragers among
the flower patches according to their profitabilities. It has been shown that the collective decision-
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making may arise from two main processes, recruitment to and abandonment of food sources
(Camazine and Sneyd, 1991). Inside the hive, communication between bees is carried out by way of
their well-known dance language (von Frisch, 1967). As profitability of a source increases, the
duration of dancing increases, the tempo of foraging increases, and the probability of abandoning the
food source decreases. Each forager independently assesses the profitability of the source which it
discovers, without reference to the profitability of other sources. In visiting a given flower patch, a
forager gathers information about the energetic gains and costs associated with foraging at the patch;
integrating the information, it arrives at an estimate of the overall energetic profitability of the patch,
which then is delivered to other foragers at the hive in the form of a dance of a given intensity. As
any forager behaves similarly with regard to other sources, the number of foragers exploiting a patch
globally depends on the relative intensities of the dances performed by recruiters. It may be
demonstrated that, even though each forager operates without making a comparison between food
sources, the process generates a coherent colony response in which better sources are heavily
exploited and poorer ones are abandoned (Seeley et al., 1991).
In vertebrates, social grouping also creates the opportunity for various interactions that can be
subsumed under the heading of recruitment. It has been argued that in many species of birds and
mammals individuals recognize and follow conspecifics having found a food source; they would use
olfactory cues, advertising calls or visual information such as the retrieval of food (e.g., Galef and
Wigmore, 1983; Gori, 1988; Brown et al., 1991; Wilkinson, 1992). According to the hypothesis of the
information center, aggregation sites might serve for information transfer, unsuccessful foragers
learning from others the location of unpredictably
distributed food (Ward and Zahavi, 1973).
However, joint memory should be invoked only if the social group as a whole behaves as an
integrated system. In particular, the group must display collectively as a result of the coupling of
individual memories. In this respect, morning departures of hamadryas baboons (Pupio hamadryas)
stand as a case in point (Kummer, 1968). Hamadryas baboons live in semidesertic regions, where they
spend the night in large groups on cliffs and disperse during the day to forage for rare and scattered
food, but they gather around water holes near midday. They must assemble at these locations to
protect themselves from predators, humans and other competitors. The main task for baboons in the
morning is therefore to decide which water hole they will go towards. In fact, the hole at which they
will assemble for midday rest may be predicted from their departure direction in the morning (Sigg
and Stolba, 1981). The collective decision-making is basically ‘voting with one’s feet’. To show the
direction they favour, males move beyond the periphery of the group and sit down, facing away from
other group-members.
Not only do individuals look closely at each other’s behaviour, they also
actively communicate about direction: to draw the attention of a peer, a male approaches another,
looks at it, turns and presents its hindquarters, then leaves quickly in the direction chosen. Males vote
by joining peers. They aggregate in fronts oriented towards given directions, some go ahead of the
formers and columns gather. Columns develop or regress according to shifts of individuals. After
more than one hour, a column eventually gains the majority and the whole band departs. The direction
is thus chosen by an ensemble of individuals which may be considered as the ecological unit (cf.
Abegglen, 1984). In the decision-making process, it should be emphasized that each male calls up its
own memory, expresses its intention, interacts with others; the likelihood of leading depends on the
age of males and on their relationships, relatives being especially likely to follow each other
(Kummer, 1968; Stolba, 1979). If memory at the group level involves only a storage system, there
would be no collective performance and no need for the concept of joint memory. But if memory
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includes a retrieval system, recruitment behaviours start up a joint memory which is not only the sum
of individual memories but includes the enacting of individual memories through social processes.
Honey bees and hamadryas baboons achieve their performances by quite different means. Bee
collective decision-making
implies a self-organized process mixing action and decision, bearing an
elevated energetic cost. The extreme formalization of their dancing system allows bees to communicate the location of a food source and give a measure of its profitability (von Frisch, 1967); moreover,
comparisons at the colony level imply that response thresholds of individuals be adjusted, and require
a tight calibration of individual nervous systems (Seeley et al., 199 1; Seeley, 1994). While coupled
memory and collective performances heavily outweigh individual memories and performances in
bees, this is not so in hamadryas baboons. The hamadryas voting system is mediated by an elaborate
brain which permits the expression of intentions and the interpretation of partners’ acts according to
context. Decision precedes action. Group-members
share a fair amount of knowledge about their
milieu but votes may take into account the different encounters and foraging success that each
individual has experienced on previous days; in addition, elders may remember rare and critical
resources, and social influence is indeed positively correlated with age (Kummer, 1968; Abegglen,
1984). A main outcome is that group-members may gain advantage in following a decision taken
through the coupling of memories at the band level.
Still, deciding whether individual behaviours give rise to a joint memory at the group level requires
that the social group be sufficiently integrated. Various recruitment techniques are reported in social
insects (Wilson, 1971) and voting processes are not uncommon in many flocks and herds of
mammals. Also, social learning concerning vocalizations or food-processing techniques may give rise
to traditions at the population level in birds and non-human primates, for example (Baker and
Cunningham, 1985; McGrew, 1992; Thierry, in press). In all cases, knowledge is borne by individuals
and shared to some extent, either directly or indirectly. However, caution is needed when viewing the
pool of socially acquired behaviours in a population as the content of a joint memory. To qualify as
such, collective behaviours should arise as a consequence of the tightening of individuals through
multiple loops.

4. The human case
Given the overwhelming importance of ‘social’ or ‘collective memory’ in our species, it should not
be surprising that concepts related to it have long been used with respect to human knowledge in
however loose a sense, either referring to an innate device (Jung, 1959) or focusing on social
influences upon individual memory (Durkheim, 1925; Halbwachs, 1952). It should be clear that joint
memory is a social entity of another nature for which we have to specify material supports and
interaction processes. Several authors have recently called attention to the notion that human
cognition is socially distributed and incorporates a pool of extrasomatic expressions (Plotkin and
Odling-Smee, 1981; Sperber, 1985; Donald, 1991; Norman, 1993; Zhang, 1993).
According to Leroi-Gourhan (19641, the most astounding fact in human evolution is the ability to
fix thought in material symbols and locate memory outside the individual within the social
organization itself. While beginnings are found in animals, human beings have the unique capacity to
intentionally produce elaborated external representations.
In being able to make inferences about
others’ minds, humans can intend to represent something, or recognize that others intend to display a
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representation of something. Donald (1991) convincingly
argues that a decisive step in human
evolution was the rise of mimetic skills: the development of an ability to voluntarily re-enact past
behaviours and events, forming the basis for pedagogy, collective actions, games and rituals. Any of
these achievements can reinforce the coupling of individual memories. Of course, narrativity and the
use of verbal language further improve the precision of the semantic reference. The mind proceeds
with symbols coming from outside (Putnam, 1988). This enhances the sharing of knowledge and the
taking of collective decisions, people may internalize social norms and share common beliefs. This
achieves group integration and shapes individual behaviours to an extent unknown in non-human
primates (Nagel, 1979). Some individuals may even become specialized in storing memory, e.g.,
shamans and bards in preliterate societies (Leroi-Gourhan,
1964). The whole cultural group may be
considered as an autonomous system involving innumerable feedbacks. Even a simple conversation is
a construct that arises from permanent responding to each other’s intentions (Dennett, 1988;
Vanderveken, 1988).
As sophisticated it may be, coupled memory is constrained by the capacity and longevity of
individual memory. Moreover, representations tend to be transformed each time they are transmitted
(Sperber, 1985). I n contrast, external media provide long-lasting supports for representations,
unlimited capacities for storing information and novel mechanisms for recall. Even the simplest
element of material culture keeps unintended records about the experiences that prevailed at the time
of its production. Leroi-Gourhan ( 1964) and Donald ( 199 1) have emphasized how the development of
external representations
has not only improved humans’ abilities but transformed their mind and
world. First limited to pictures and graphic symbols, external memory devices have developed in ever
improving written records, and today in electronic storage systems. These material supports should
not be viewed only as cultural artefacts for use by individuals but as part of human thought, i.e., an
external joint memory. The nature of the memory medium is not neutral. As a material entity,
memory defines the conditions of knowledge. External representations, such as plans and mathematical formulae, allow the recording of information which is difficult to share and keep in mind. Each
technological advance in storing processes is liable to modify the conditions of memory retrieval and
ultimately the thought itself (Goody, 1977; Sperber, 1985; Donald, 1991). It is a commonplace to
state that humans live in a world of their own making. Modem technology increasingly tightens the
coupling between individuals and their transformed environment. We come literally to walk and
breathe within our external memory field, which becomes predominant over the natural world.

5. Conclusion
Tackling in one paper very diverse living beings, including humans, perforce produces a sketchy
account. Reacting to releasers, displaying conditioned responses, making inferences from environmental indices, and interpreting external representations
are quite different processes. Whatever the
mechanisms involved, joint memory encompasses individuals and conditions their performances.
Even in human beings, reading may be viewed as a process through which the mind is brought under
the control of a text, the reader’s awareness being temporarily reconfigured according to the intentions
of the author (Donald, 1991). To use the words of Popper (19731, the third world, represented by the
products of the mind - here the content of the external joint memory - acts upon the second world
(mental states) and thus upon the first world (physical entities).
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Memorizing implies the existence of a time-lag between the transformation of a system and the
actualization of this transformation. When the time-lag is reduced, the boundary between external and
coupled memory vanishes, responses to signals occur in a short time and we see only communications
in the system. In species where the mere presence of conspecifics may be meaningful, we may ascribe
an external memory to the group, but this may as well stand as coupled memory if some behavioural
cue is recognized by individuals. At this stage, it must be asked to which entity, abstract or real, the
concept of joint memory corresponds. More than one would assert that the performances achieved by
a group of individuals can be accounted for exclusively in terms of individual behaviours, and that
joint memory is no more than a needless metaphor. However, the meaning of individual memory
could be similarly questioned, on the basis that brain processes and performances are achieved by cell
assemblies. As long as the concept of memory refers to functions such as storage and retrieval,
finality is ascribed to the system by an observer and we do not go beyond the semantic level. On the
other hand, memory may cover a set of operations and regularities that spring within a system: we
then consider the system from inside (Varela, 1983; Kampis, 1991). This is still a way of seeing, but
these are processes which make sense within given structures. Our definition of memory requires that
past transformations of an autonomous system be actualized. While we can describe the different
states and achievements
of a social group, it remains to decide whether the group should be
considered as an autonomous system, a statement on which the epistemological
status of joint
memory ultimately depends. Such an issue throws back to a comprehensive understanding of the
behaviours that co-produce societies: it is clear that it will not be settled in the present paper. While
we may well define an autonomous system as an operationally closed system, this does not provide a
practical way to recognize it. We usually deduce the autonomous character of a system from its
ouputs, e.g. the ability to self-recognize
or to distinguish spatially from the environment through
topological boundaries (Dumouchel
and Dupuy, 1983; Varela, 1983). In insects, for instance,
functional outputs are required to qualify groups as societies, e.g., labour division, cooperative brood
care and generations overlap (Wilson, 197 1).
Concepts describing collective outcomes, germane to joint memory, have been previously proposed: roost mood in birds (Ward and Zahavi, 19731, group knowledge in non-human primates
(Quiatt and Reynolds, 19931, swarm intelligence in insects (Theraulaz and Gervet, 1994). Such
concepts should not be unconsciously reified. There must be no mysticism in them and there would be
danger in believing for example in Maeterlinck’s ‘spirit of the hive’ (l’esprit de la ruche; Maeterlinck, 1905). While we advocate the usefulness of the concept of joint memory as pointing out
structural outcomes and favouring a non-reductionist
approach to group achievements, it should be
clear that it represents first of all a way of seeing. Any adaptations may be viewed as forms of
knowledge (Plotkin, 1988, 1992), and any social systems as acquisition systems. The point is that
abstraction is heuristic when it subsumes social processes that are sufficiently numerous, regular and
integrated to be treated as an entity belonging to the real world.
Mass behaviour in social insects results in cumulative effects, the task sometimes spanning the
lifetimes of many workers (Wilson, 1971). Actions of individuals are guided by their perception of
their conspecifics’ behaviours or products which themselves result from previous activities. The
society thus performs action-perception
loops chains which allow achievements
based on past
experience. Everything occurs as if there exists a record at the colony level, and collective decisions
would satisfy a viability constraint (Bourgine and Varela, 19921, that is, the continuity of the colony
in the face of an ever-changing environment would be guaranteed. In this sense, joint memory may be
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seen as a device necessary to the organization of individual activities in space and time. Given what
we know about the genetics of social insects, selective pressures may operate at the group level and
favour the appearance of individual behavioural algorithms, the entire dynamics of which fulfil
biological functions. Joint memory may be then considered as a phenotype. Using the functionalist
metaphor, the emergence of large storage capacities and short retrieval latencies should be as probable
as the environment is unpredictable. In seed-eating ants (Pogonomyrmex
sp.), some individuals, the
patrollers, appear to be specialized in the tasks of recognizing changes in the environment, monitoring
existing trails and recruiting foragers; they operate as a network shortening the time of retrieval,
therefore improving the reaction time of the colony (Gordon, 1991). Nonetheless, the performances of
colonies also encounter severe constraints. The limited longevity of individual memory and the
frequent dependence on volatile chemicals make joint memory generally short-term in insects, the
equivalent of a working memory at the colony level; yet nest odours are long-lasting, and in some
ants trails are evenly cleared by workers and support regular traffic for months (Hiilldobler and
Wilson, 19901.
In contrast to social insects, individual memory seems to predominate over any other recording
support in most animals. We have reported what we see as premises of joint memory in some groups,
but we lack criteria to decide when the concept starts to correspond to really integrated phenomena.
However, we believe it insightful to stress that environmental transformations act on individuals, that
many animals take electoral decisions, or that hamadryas baboons for example can couple their
memories. This compels us to recognize the existence of group performances
that enact both
individual cognitive abilities and social processes, and to examine how the resulting social milieu
modifies the conditions of selection. In particular, when one generation transmits one type of social
milieu to the next, novel evolutionary processes occur through behavioural inheritance (Avital and
Jablonka, 1994) (‘external inheritance’, Odling-Smee, pers. comm.).
As in eusocial insects, there is a huge discrepancy between individual and group performances in
human beings, especially with respect to external memory. As primates, humans have large individual
memory capacities. However, following their cultural evolution, the growth of external joint memory
has so far outpaced individual memory both in capacity and durability. Material memory devices
insure the faithfulness and durability of cultural transmission, even in preliterate societies. Nowadays,
public representations may be acted, spoken, drawn, written and/or recorded in various ways, and
individuals can be tightly coupled both between each other and by their material devices. That culture
provides humans with their own ecological niche is a commonly held view (e.g., Hardesty, 1972).
Moreover, own material and symbolic products feed back upon human evolution by changing the
conditions of evolution (Plotkin and Odling-Smee,
1981); it has been hypothesized
that human
evolution was linked to an exteriorisation of the human mind (Leroi-Gourhan,
1964; Donald, 1991;
Stiegler, 1992). Any material product is a record of epigenetic events: it retains its form beyond the
individuals who have made or used it. Even a shaped flint is a materialized form which keeps a plan
engraved in stone, marking a work together with a design. The accumulation of epigenetic traces
along generations have been referred to as ‘technological memory’ by Stiegler (1992). Epigenetic
transformations of the milieu determine the evolutionary pathways open to a population or, in other
terms, human products make human beings as much as the former are made by the latter. These are
processes of niche construction and legated selection (Odling-Smee, 1988). This field remains largely
unexplored. By focusing on one dimensional line, the concept of joint memory may help assess how
collective outputs contribute to evolutionary descent through environmental modifications.
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